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The Gordian Knot of
Antivirus Software:A Sad

State of Affairs
By  J im  R u e

What can you do when your antivirus software stops protecting
you? This article presents the frustrations of antivirus software
and the safeguards you can use to get the most out of it.The
author also analyzes familiar antivirus solutions, such as Norton
and McAfee.

MY ANTIVIRUS SOFTWARE
HAS MYSTERIOUSLY CEASED
PROTECTING ME

It certainly is a sad state of affairs. Norton
Antivirus ate my day. My main Windows 2000
system was clean as a whistle for months,
but this morning it is acting weird. My DSL con-
nection comes and goes, but the system on the
desk right next to it has a solid, fast connection.
Then I realize that my antivirus software has
mysteriously ceased protecting me. The familiar
yellow icon on my Win2k system tray has dis-
appeared. My first troubleshooting gambit rarely
varies. I reboot. I am back online for the
moment. However, no antivirus icon appears.

I try to run the Norton software manually, but
nothing doing. The hourglass appears and disap-
pears again without an error and without running
the program, either. I navigate to a free online
virus scanner from Trend, and ask it to take a
quick look at my system. I come back with a
fresh cup of coffee and a muffin only to discov-
er a Blue Screen of Death. People on the news-
groups have remarked that antivirus routines
from competing companies sometimes react in
memory like vinegar and baking soda. I guess
so. I have pressing work. I have invoices to
generate, Web pages to create, and clients to
call on. I do not have time for this. Stress sets in.

I press reset and the system boots normally
but slowly. I perform a disk cleanup and run
scandisk summary. Neither one does any
good. I boot to safe mode and defragment my
Windows partition. A good thing to do, but it

does not help this situation. After booting my
system again, it runs quite a bit faster, but the
antivirus program still will not run.

Luckily, I have my trusty antivirus install
CD on hand. It was the reason I bought the
retail version of the software—just in case
something like this ever happened and I had to
reinstall it. I slide the CD ROM tray into the
drive, watch the autorun menu appear, and
select “Install.”

“Next.”
“Next.”
“I accept.”
After partially installing the software, an

error appears. “Earlier versions of this pro-
gram must be uninstalled before the updated
version can be installed.” Of course, in my
anxiety to get productive again, I made a sim-
ple oversight. Click “Start.” Settings. Control
panel. Add/Remove. Click on the listing for
the antivirus suite. The uninstaller program
appears and begins to remove the files com-
prising the corrupt software.

But what is this? Murphy’s Law at work?
“This program has performed an illegal
operation and will be shut down.” What is
there to do but click “OK”? It’s the only
choice given. When I do so, the whole
“Add/Remove” window disappears.

Oh, great. I cannot install the fresh antivirus
program until I have uninstalled the old one,
and the old one fails to uninstall and quits
abnormally. What to do next?

Forget about productivity today. There seems
to be no right answer to this troubleshooting

problem, no simple, painless way to get the sys-
tem back in working order. Previous attempts to
call free telephone support have been less than
stellar. Online I find a checklist for manually
uninstalling the software. It is comprised of no
less than thirty-two steps. I am on my own.
Nothing explains why the software stopped
working in the first place. This kind of uncer-
tainty occasionally prompts a mercurial user to
hurl a perfectly good system box off a balcony
into a swimming pool or drop a nearly new IBM
ThinkPad into a dumpster and leave it there. In
the last few months, users have told me both of
these stories in the first person. I can empathize
with their frustration. However, such people are
not well suited to the rigorous, careful work of
PC troubleshooting. That is where technicians
come in handy. “Here I come to save the day.”

VIRUSES

Maybe. Nevertheless, if I cannot save the
day on my own machine, I cannot help them,
either. I settle down on my backup machine
with Internet Explorer and a sandwich. Many
viruses disable the antivirus routine when they
are first invoked, before they go on to drop
their main destructive payload. This leaves the
system vulnerable to any additional bug that
comes along later. However, if a virus scanner
protected my system, how can I have gotten a
virus in the first place?

Mine may be one of the first computers
attacked by a new e-mail virus, coming in
under the radar of my virus scanner. After all,
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someone has to be the first to contract a new
virus before the antivirus companies can
appropriately respond. On the other hand, I
may have neglected to update the virus defini-
tion database maintained by my virus scanner,
a common, all-too-human mistake.

A hacker exploiting an unpatched, unse-
cured hole in Windows may have planted the
virus. Microsoft has become notorious for
allowing security vulnerabilities to exist, and
for introducing new ones. I am pretty safe on
this account, because a hardware firewall and
router with a password stand between my PC
and the DSL modem, hiding my dynamic IP
address from the Internet at large. Besides, I
check for updates every few days. It does not
take me long to do, and it is worth taking the
time to close those holes.

However, MIS managers are increasingly
unhappy about the sheer number of Windows
Updates issued by Microsoft in the last few
months. One IT manager responsible for a
chain of small offices says, “I have sixty PCs in
twenty states and a PC support staff of five.
Microsoft updates are the most time-consuming
and troublesome aspect of my job right now.
Every time Microsoft issues a new security
patch, it costs my firm the full-time efforts of
one of my staffers for a full week to get it
installed. When new patches arrive before the
last batch have been installed, it becomes very
expensive, and makes all of our jobs harder.”

Windows updates are not the problem
here, though, because the antivirus has
worked properly since that last update, up
until today. There is still no telling what

caused it. A second try at running the online
scanner completes successfully. It finds no
infection, compounding the issue.

I have another cup of coffee and a Rolaid.
What remains is to manually uninstall the rem-
nants of the now completely corrupt antivirus
routines. If I do that correctly, my chances of a
healthy reinstall get much better. Therefore, as a
first step, using Windows Explorer, I seek out the
folders where the offending programs lurk. I
sneak up on them and delete them completely. In
this case I search for and delete all files and fold-
ers containing the words ‘Symantec’ or ‘Norton.’

BACKING UP

Of course, I often back up my critical e-mail
files, word processing, spreadsheet and other
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The Problem

While many tales of woe involve Norton Antivirus, similar stories are
told around water coolers and in newsgroups about other major
antivirus providers.McAfee from Network Associates, the second largest
provider of antivirus solutions, experiences many of the same problems.
Both providers offer a welter of other system utilities. McAfee currently
offers Spamkiller, Add and Subtract Pro, Personal Firewall Plus,
EasyRecovery, and QuickClean. Norton offers Norton Internet Security,
Norton Personal Firewall, Norton Antispam, Norton System Works,
Password, Goback, Cleansweep and Ghost.These products promise to
repair or resolve a variety of problems. Some of them promise way too
much.Once installed, each product becomes part of the context in which
Windows and your business applications must live, too. Many become
part of the startup group and so are in memory throughout the runtime
session.When problems occur, each task in memory at the time is nec-
essarily suspect. If a utility does not solve or prevent the problem, it may
instead make resolution of the problem difficult or impossible.

McAfee Virusscan 8.0, while slimmed down from earlier bloated
versions, now insists on continual Web access and takes discretion
away from the user as to when updates will be performed. When
ActiveX controls are used in utility software to provide a part of its
functionality, software bugs become potential security breaches. It is
ironic that as I researched my antivirus problem, I started to download
the Symantec free online security checker.However,when I saw the warn-
ing “Do you trust us?” just before downloading the routine, I decided
against the download.Ten minutes later, continuing my research, I learned
that Symantec introduced an ActiveX bug to their own online security
checker that left systems vulnerable to hackers. The flaw was repaired
soon after the discovery, but most of those who downloaded the original
offending routine still have it on their systems today.

Nearly all modern software inserts registry keys today.That is hard
to avoid. However, ActiveX is not a necessary part of the modern
online world. In addition, when Herman Melville remarked that a writer
is responsible for all problems he creates, he could as well have been
talking about programmers, too. When software is uninstalled, the
responsibility of the developer is to ensure that every trace of the soft-
ware is removed, returning the system to exactly its previous level of
functionality.ActiveX makes that task nearly impossible.

What You Can Do to Protect
Yourself Better

Most antivirus companies offer a limited-functionality online virus scan-
ner free.Unless you work in a lead-lined box and collect your e-mail once
a year, it is not enough. A real-time virus scanner is a necessity. Nod32
from NOD32.com in Australia is $40. PC-Cillin from Trend Software
(antivirus.com) is the same. Both provide relatively simple interfaces and
install procedures. Kaspersky Labs (kaspersky.com) antivirus software
starts at $20. Kaspersky in Russia was first to publish software to eradi-
cate the troublesome Klez virus. Their technical skills are well proven.
They now have offices in Pleasanton, CA and Cambridge, England. Digital
River handles their online transactions, for those unnerved by the specter
of posting a credit card number to a Russian Web site.

Utility software sold retail for stopping hackers or pop-ups is not
generally superior to downloadable software available free. Ad-aware
works for pop-ups and does not corrupt your system. As many who
have jacked into the Internet without benefit of firewall software nor a
router know, once your IP address has been identified as vulnerable, it
can take less than a second for a hostile exploit to be installed. Given
a history of problems arriving from many utility software suites over a
long period, a hardware router is a better solution. Shields Up
(www.grc.com) does a great job of reporting on your vulnerability to
hacking exploits and telling you what can be done about it. When it
comes to spam, some careful deception is needed. Create a free e-mail
address with one of the online services that provide such (Hotmail,
Yahoo, etc.). Whenever it becomes necessary to reveal an address,
although it appears that spam may be the result, use the free account
instead. If all e-mail going to that account is known to be unsolicited,
you can delete trucks full of the stuff in clear conscience that you will
not trash your valuable correspondence. Create a third e-mail address
for those cases that might go either way, where it is clear that you may
receive daily newsletters and other spam but containing material that
you may find occasionally useful.
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working files, alternating between copying
them to a network drive and burning them onto
a CD. So my work-in-progress is safe. I also
have a removable drive to which I occasionally
back up a set of system files. The volume
contains copies of NTUSER.DAT and
NTUSER.DAT.LOG for each user who signs
onto this machine. I also back up USR-
CLASS.DAT, some INI files, including
BOOT.INI, NTUSER.INI and other critical
INI files created by some application soft-
ware installers. Finally, I also back up files
named SECURITY and SECURITY.LOG,
SOFTWARE and SOFTWARE.LOG, SYS-
TEM and SYSTEM.LOG, DEFAULT and
DEFAULT.LOG. This small library comprises
all the data loaded into the virtual registry when
I boot under Windows 2000. (The capitalization
of filenames given here is to make clear to the
reader that each is a file name and not intended
to reflect our UNIX, post-sixteen-bit world in
which case-sensitivity is an issue.)

Alas, my registry backups will not help me
today. I see by the file modification date of the
backed-up copy of NTUSER.DAT that it was
copied before I did some fairly major software
installing and configuring, and I copied the
other files in the system backup set at the same
time. Because I neglected to back up my reg-
istry files again after installing those apps, my
choice now is to either a) restore from those
files and then reinstall the applications, or b)
to conduct open heart surgery on Windows by
manually debriding the existing registry of any
references to the offending antivirus software.
I get another cup of coffee. It is four o’clock in
the afternoon. I did not really have anything
more important I wanted to be doing today.

I opt to run REGEDIT.EXE, back up the
existing registry and do the cleanup myself.
After long exposure to REGEDIT (and some
painful mistakes resulting from not having
backed up first), I no longer regard REGEDIT
as a sharp surgical tool. Instead, using it
seems more like aping the social behavior of
chimpanzees. I quietly, carefully search for
signs of infestation in the registry, plucking
them out one by one. I start at the top-level
key and use the ‘Find’ utility to search for
‘Symantec’ first. There are dozens. Then I
search on ‘Norton.’ Dozens more. Maybe
hundreds. Finally, for good measure I seek
the term ‘NAV,’ as in Norton AntiVirus. In
each case, I have to examine the key con-
taining the word and decide whether it
should be removed or not. For example,
‘NAV’ can be a registry key created or
named by Norton, or one from Netscape

Navigator. In some cases, even removing the
proper reference from the wrong place can
cause the system to malfunction afterward.
That is why it is necessary that a full reg-
istry backup be created before starting this
step. In the absence of a clear indication that
Windows might need a key, I remove it. If a
key structure containing the offending key
appears to have been created by the installer,
I take the whole thing out. A risky proce-
dure perhaps, but time-consuming and
painstaking. If I were of a different tem-
perament, I would be swearing at the
antivirus software publisher responsible for
my current pain and inconvenience. And if I
had a swimming pool …

The anticipated half-hour to do these steps
expands to take me nearly two hours. When
the task is finished, it remains for me to quit
REGEDIT (first backing up again, to another
location, just in case), restart the system, and
see if it will still boot.

PROBLEM SOLVED?

It does. The machine boots fast and without
errors and establishes an online connection
immediately. A quick sampling from the
Program Files menu demonstrates that my
critical applications still work as they
should—even Netscape Navigator. Printer
works, too. Now, returning to the antivirus
install CD, I reinstall the antivirus software
and reboot as instructed. Presto! Problem
solved! I set the software to do a manual scan
of my system, and I am out of here to meet a
friend for a late dinner. Later, finding that the
newly installed software with fresh virus defi-
nitions detected no viruses in my system, I can
only wonder at the imbroglio my protection
software caused when I had not even contract-
ed a virus. Then I realize that my antivirus
software has mysteriously ceased protecting
me. But the familiar yellow icon on my Win2k
system tray has disappeared.  

NaSPA member Jim Rue is a Web designer,
trainer and local provider of computer service
in Orange County, CA. He can be reached at
caltrainer@nfwriter.com.
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